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CHAPTER IV
DIVINE PROSPERITY
“GOD IS MY SOURCE! ~ As I Let Go, I Increase!”
~

INTRODUCTION

A

fter moving into right thought and healing the mind,
we have now healed the heart, and we have raised the
quality of thought to reflect a constant awareness of
the worthiness of the Divine Presence in us and as us all the
time. What is there then? Right attitude and right activity, and
Stage Four is: “God is my Source. As I let go, I increase.”
Step Four represents another stage of detachment,
where we recognize that all the good that we have comes from
the Infinite, God, which is the Higher Power, is our
consciousness of supply and so on. It does not come from
certain persons, places and things like they were something on
their own. So…“God is my Source”, and I release myself now
from attachment to particular persons, places, conditions, or
channels that the Abundant Source, the Divine God Source
may flow freely into and through many, many, many,
changing, flowing, free flowing avenues…appropriate for the
now.
Now, I am no longer thinking that a particular job that I
may have is my source and I have to hang on for dear life. In
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the new light of understanding: “God is my Source”, I now
know that a particular job was a part of the eternal action of
Divine Supply flowing through my life, and I am very released
about it. I am happy for it, but when the time comes for
change ~ “I let it go”, I let it go with blessing ease, for I know I
am in the flow of the Greater One Source of all my good.
God provides the sources, and I am the receiver. If you
know that God is your Source you can flow over into the next,
just flowing along with the stream and not getting stuck
anywhere, getting out of tune, out of right timing. Talk about
delaying yourself. Each time you get stuck on something, it
causes a delay. It causes time to pass in your life, and
resistance to build up, congesting the Infinite stream. Yet, the
more you can affirm these Truths ~ “God is my Unlimited
Source, working through appropriate persons, places and
conditions”, the more you will prosper in freedom. So here
we are moving up out of physical reference and the
accompanying fear and attachment that ensues…free of the
fixed state of mind, where I can only know what I can see, feel,
touch, etc. at the moment. Now, we are moving into
understanding the causal realm…recognizing a greater unseen
Source, living in Highest God-Consciousness all the time.
My consciousness of Divine Supply and the eternal
providing Law, “Love-in-action on my behalf” is my Source of
every good I have. And my consciousness of supply becomes
my supply. Then a person, place or thing may show up and
give the great benefit to us, but realize the manifestation is not
coming of its own.
My consciousness of supply and
knowledge of the Infinite Source ever available to me activates
the very supply I need. And remember, your every thought and
expectation should be based on Love. God’s thought is always
Love, God’s activity is always Love , so when you think in that
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loving way, and in the Way of God…understanding the
immense Love you are one with, then you will experience the
optimum Divine Outcome, the God-condition, the Higher state
of constant Divine and ultra-prosperous manifestation in your
life.
This is the right attitude, causing boundless harmonious
right activity. “God is my Source” helps you to appropriate
your substance, to attract and get what you need, while
maintaining dignity, letting the flow be. Again you are looking
up, going beyond former experience and moving up to the
observer position, looking from the great overview.
Observe the good flow. Good comes and good goes in a
natural movement, like iridescent waves on the sparkling sea,
and then more good comes along. Get the sense of “I move
from good to good, I move from success to greater success, I
always move from the lesser to the Greater.” So we bless it all.
As good comes to us, we bless it. “This is wonderful and great
that I have it”. Bless it while using it. Bless it when it goes.
“Thank you for being with me and now I open to receive.”
“What is next, God? I trust to you!” Never get stuck, never
stop, always be in the love condition… blessing when you
receive, blessing when you use, blessing when you let it go.
That way you are existing prosperously in the absolute now,
the moment of Divine Consciousness of Supply.
Strive to maintain that Good consciousness of the
eternal Presence of Love as your supply all the time. As for
remorse, we don’t know what it is. To prosper completely, we
must transcend these things. There is no good reason for
remorse ~ “You should stay. Why are you leaving?”…Holding
on, instead of opening to receive of the radiant present means.
Rather we say, “Thank you. It is time for you to go, and thank
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you for being with me and sustaining me. If it is time for
change, whether caused by yourself or another, “Thank you for
being with me, while you were here.” That is our inner
dialogue, and we move right on in Grace, embracing the
dignity of being “One with All that is”, ever conscious of our
Divine and Eternal Source, ever connected to the one stream of
radiant being, not splitting off and isolating, fixing onto a
particular area.
Stage Four encompasses the release of attachment to
any physical or material source. Rather we are lovingly
immersed and recognizing the Presence of Omni-Supply,
perfect and complete at every point, everywhere, and not
limited or blocked in any way. There is no sense of limitation
anymore, for now you know you are not limited to a particular
source. You have the “All in the All”, you always have all that
you need, for the thought of it. And you recognize it.
All the mantras of Divine existence and harmonious
flow open unto you: “One door closes, another opens.”; “God
is the need and the need met in perfection;” “Before you
called, I heard.” The glowing Truth of the ever-moving
perfection of Supply is the source of all the sacred mantras, all
the heavenly statements you have ever heard or said. All these
magnificent, flowing statements, reflective of Divine Being,
have sprung from recognizing the beauty and bounty of this
universe, and the way this universe works. Thus, at this stage
~ we are converting here all lower thought to recognize that
“God is my Source”, and we are also then beginning to
recognize money as Divine energy in action in our lives.
Here we are converting ideas about the material plane
and the nature of money into ideas that money itself is an idea
of spiritual energy in action, knowing Love is all there is.
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Money is Divine Love-in-action, substance and form. From
God’s point of view that is how money ought to be handled
and thought of, as Love-in-action. All substance is Divine
Energy, so we no longer think of money as material only,
something apart from God. Money has no power of itself and
no meaning, except that which we endow it with. And, we
sanctify money, when we use it, as spiritual energy, energy of
Divine Love… and all right value and right use of money is
derived from Love itself, from Highest Patterns of Love. Now,
we sanctify our resources with Love, recognizing money as
nurturing power, spiritual energy manifesting as money, and in
this universe it certainly is, containing much power for good,
when used in Love.
All Laws of right and perfect energy circulation of
Love, Divine Substance and flow, and the appropriation
thereof, operate here…and at this point, “God is My Source” is
the singular realm of rulership that we place all of our money
under, whenever we think of it…Eventually, whenever you
have a need, it will be just like dipping your hand into the
infinite stream, appropriating and taking what you require with
ease. That is how easy it should be for us. When we know
money and all forms of supply as God’s Love and perfect
sustaining Substance-in-Action, with a thought, “I need this
now”… supply shall always manifest in perfect right ways,
An awesomely prosperous thing happened to me that
proves just how magnificent and perfect the Divine flow can be
for us, as we remain in right relationship with our Source. I
had been up in the mountains, truly having just the most
wonderful time, but I had a class that was scheduled for later
that day in the City. Although I truly wanted to stay, my love
of my students, who I knew would be so much looking
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forward, prevailed…and so, I began the drive to get back in
time, leaving a little room, in the case I needed to stop.
Well, half way down the highway ~ suddenly my car
stopped, and just would not go any further. Something was
really wrong. You can imagine just how shocking that was, as I
looked for someone to help. Fortunately, there was a station
right there, and I learned that a mighty expensive part had to be
replaced, but they did have it and could do the job right away.
Now this would be a costly procedure, and the repair persons
wanted cash. Here was the moment of choice. Do I take
nearly all the money I had in my bank account out to pay for
this most necessary repair, get the job done, and possibly get
back to the City just in the nick of time?...Or, do I cancel
everything, return to the hotel, and work things another way?
And so I thought of my students waiting, remembered
the importance of blessing and decided to just use the cash I
had on hand. In spite of anxiety about this ~ I just blessed it as
I handed the wad over, giving thanks that at least I did have it
on hand for this emergency situation, knowing that if I really
believe “God is My Source” ~ that loving choice would cause
right replenishment to quickly come to me in some way.
And so, the large repair was finished in about two
hours, and, still blessing and still somewhat in shock, I
continued my ride down the mountain highway, arriving in the
City with about five minutes to spare…where the most
wondrous demonstration happened for me.
A student had been waiting to come in, and so ~ I
happily opened the door, whereupon I was instantly and oh so
joyously presented with a $5,000 check, straight from the Hand
of the Creator, in support of upcoming projects. I will never
forget that moment, as the Principle of Perfect and Eternal
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Supply operated so instantaneously in this way, and my
Gratitude to the Infinite and to my wonderful benefactor was
so full and beyond any words to describe. My Faith and
willing release had proved me true, more than I ever could ever
have expected.
Strive to flow, flow, flow in right circulation. See
money as constant spiritual energy, money always available for
the asking and for any good and noble purpose under Heaven.
Convert every idea of money into an idea of spiritual energy,
God’s nurturing energy in form, as money…the great
Providing Law, appearing as money. If we could see all things,
we would just see energy wouldn’t we? We would just see the
movement of energy happening. The overall flow is either
looking good, with good geometry and configuration, looking
good, or it is not. Sanctifying money with Love, and
recognizing its immense nurturing power, causes all right Laws
of the Universe to work for you at optimum capacity here.
“God is the Spiritual Force and the Source behind, the
Abundant Principle in my life…and God is the substance and
spiritual energy of all the money I have.” Every dollar bill says
“In God we trust”. Imagine handling your money and your
assets, all your assets, whatever they may be, with this Divine
Consciousness.
Now if you handle everything knowing this is the
substance of God, this is spiritual energy, this is beauty, this is
whatever life-giving and perpetuating and supporting substance
you need, you will have the Light of all being with you. You
shall have hands that are magnetic, and when you hand
something over, you will hand it over with the full awareness
and Highest Consciousness, knowing it goes and does its
perfect work. And, when you receive, you shall receive in full
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consciousness of the Divine sustaining substance being given
to you. You will know the full measure of what you have
received.
And so this Mind of Light goes into your hand literally
and your hands become luminous. And you can apply the
Light of Divine Increase, wherever you choose to direct it.
Since it is spiritual energy and it is limitless, the way to get
beyond numbers and limitations is to apply the Light of
Increase. Take any area in your life that you want to increase
and envision the light, pouring in, around and through, the
Light of God increasing, magnifying and multiplying. Direct
the light where you want… into your bank account, into your
income, into your relationships. Wherever you need, you can
direct that light and then you increase the light to the
magnitude of Divine Wholeness…Divine wholeness pouring
through wherever you need increase.
This process is
particularly very good. In your mind’s eye increase the Light
to the Divine state of wholeness, to the level where there would
be no complaints and no problems remaining, and affirm:
“God’s Light is there, the Light of God is there increasing,
expanding, and fulfilling”, and envision that energy happening.
I often affirm: “The whole Christ is there.” The whole Christ
is there, and I can see the whole energy of light just sweeping
over, in, around, and through some condition, and transforming
it and making it perfect.
“I Christen you perfect”. Christen everything perfect.
Blessing is great power. “I Christen my God-bank accounts,
my God-relationships perfect.” “The whole light is there,
healing and prospering all that needs to be. I Christen you
perfect.” In this moment, you are re-naming all in your world,
and you are reconnecting with the ultimate Source of your Life.
You are renaming all these things of your life, all areas of
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involvement and concern…with the Divine Name. “I call you
God.” “There is none but God there now.” Now, to cure
difficult situations, we don’t waste our vital energies,
complaining: “This is lousy, that is lousy”. Rather, we
immediately move into the constructive energy of Divine
Solution. Above and beyond appearances and realizing
consciousness is all, we say: “My accounts are God’s
accounts.” We christen all anew. Whatever I have called
imperfect, in my lower state of consciousness; I now call
perfect, realizing that the difficulties I attracted just showed up
as a result of my consciousness at a given time. Consciousness
first! Consciousness is All and always precedes demonstration!
Practice loving all. “I love all, all love me.” “I prosper
all, all prosper me.” This mantra is instant freedom. “In
beneficent freedom, all love me.” This freedom is that sense of
free-lovingness, with no sense of stuckness anywhere. Really
realize we cannot lose that which is ours through release. When
we live in loving freedom and release, we just give everybody
more room to breathe and have fun, and this confidence in our
never-ending Divine Source of Supply just yields more
prosperity. We newly establish ourselves in the flow, always
listening for Divine Guidance, and we know, and we affirm: “I
know what to take on and when to let go, for Divine wisdom is
guiding me. I am in the flow. I know when to give, I know
when to receive. I am in the flow.” Establish a dialogue with
your habit, tell it the Truth.
An individual asked me: “How do I get out of it? I
have a bad habit where I always create the money, but then I
lose it.” In itself, here was a good habit that this individual had
firmly developed, yet it was mixed with the negative side of
loss, and so I shared with him this simple tool for raising
yourself exponentially. “Well, if you want to create a new
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pattern that seems to be more Godly to you and more flowing,
more balanced, with no turbulence and no loss, then just first of
all simply begin to give thanks in your heart that you are
established in that pattern and describe it to yourself, and you
will find that you will start changing little things without even
thinking. Your subconscious mind, the perfect knower, adjuster
and doer will go to work for you, and you will see that you
don’t have that old pattern anymore.”
You can change whole patterns by giving thanks that
you have the Divinely Desirable Pattern of wholeness instead.
Again, your word and inner idea always precede any
demonstration. When you find yourself stuck in matters of
prosperity, there is always a feeling underneath that needs
healing. Maybe you forgot the Truth, and began to think some
particular job or person was your Source, and there will never
be another. If you look within, you will find that somewhere
there will be a feeling underneath and you can ask yourself: Is
there anything that I am feeling here that I need to heal? What
thought is underneath? So, remember ~ when you are stuck,
there is always a feeling arising from a negative thought
underneath.
In reality, nothing is ever blocking us, or our prosperity
from the outside. It is an inner congestion that has happened,
and caused us to temporarily move out of the blissful principle
of Universal Circulation. And, if we are congested somewhere
in our life, in our emotional or thought/feeling structure, of
course this will show up as restriction in our finances or
somewhere else.
Strive to become aware of the thought/ feeling
underneath that needs healing, and that is producing the
congestion…and heal it through unifying with your God Self.
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Remember the Law that you have to live by is Perfect
Circulation, so you can imagine that anger or lack ideas or
unresolved feelings congest everything in sight, because of this
natural Law of Circulation and the Law of Love. Always ask
yourself, what is underneath?
Now, one way of getting out of hard feelings is to
affirm, no matter how it appears: “God meant it for my
increase.” Take the negative thought to the opposite positive,
constructive thought… to the equivalent spiritual opposite… in
other words: “This event is not for my devastating loss, but for
my magnificent increase.” Let us say it appears that you lost
everything. This is the judgment and opinion over a
circumstance. The circumstance of itself is in fact neutral, and
will become for us what we name it to be. So, be the good
alchemist, recognizing: “God meant that for my increase. God
meant that for my gain!” There is no loss to begin with. There
is only increase, if I know that this is so. Practice thinking in
terms of the spiritual opposite of any apparently negative
condition, Just bless the whatever and affirm; ”God meant it
for good.” In the moment, you don’t have to understand why
this is so, but you must know that this is God’s Universe. And,
as you say the good words of increase, it will become apparent
to you how this Divine intention is so.
Your results in any matter of prosperity are all in your
point of view. Realize this is God’s Universe of Perfect Supply
for every need, no matter what appears to be going on. At the
critical moment when I need something, what do I say: “There
is no supply in sight?” Do I call up another idol of lack, or do I
get still and affirm: “This is God’s Universe of Perfect and
Unlimited Supply, of Infinite benevolent ways and means, and
my need is perfectly met.”
Learn to go to Principle
immediately, so there is no break in your flow.
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Now realize all others are God too. Although we say
that there is only one Source, we also realize that the Source
does work through persons, places and things. We realize all
are God, whatever the name may be. God, the living Principle
is within all, is all names, yet knowing no individual name.
God is all means. All is God. Release attachments,
dependencies, and wanting to control, so now your abundance
can flow without limit. Too strong attachments cause
limitation, either with those we love, or with those we have
strong reactivity to, either way. Hate is merely love in the other
direction, and binds us just as strongly. It is all energy.
Catherine Ponder tells a great story about the power of
release, and she is such a great prosperity consciousness leader.
A young man, who was of great help and support to his
mother… wanted to go to graduate school in Europe for his
Masters Degree, and so he left and the mother at first had a
hard time dealing with that, but, knowing the Law, she knew
she had to get into the Principle, affirming that the
uncomfortable change was prospering her and prospering her
son as well. And so, her words came to be. Now, he has come
back with all kinds of strength and energy and skill, and is
bringing great abundance into her life. But if she had enforced
her attachment on this person, in this case her son, it would
have restricted his life and her life, so you see how important
freedom is to your own prosperity.
Whether it be love relationships, jobs, or income,
whatever it may be, maintaining an attitude of loving freedom
towards the other is very important. Learn to release with a
blessing, let the spaces in between give adequate room to those
you love. When you release, declare: “I bless this person,
place or condition when it comes, as I use it, as I let it go.
“Learn to release with a blessing, to declare the completeness.
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When you bless something, you are constructively
completing the activity, and now the energy is free to move on.
So, we declare complete good. “God is my completeness,
there are no other Gods before me.” Realize, whatever the
circumstance, God meant it for good. Release all fear,
changing fear to knowing the Truth of your infinite assuredness
and security in God, knowing the sublime Truth of your
Infinite and ever-ongoing supply. Random fear thoughts and
of anxiety are resolved in knowing the Truth of Divine Love
ever at hand, in the many sustaining forms…in knowing the
Truth of God’s Abundant Universe, and radical reliance on the
Perfection that is. When we say this universe is Perfect, we
mean it is Perfect, Whole and Complete at all times. It is not
missing anything ~ your good is not stranded somewhere, afar
off. It is perfect in every aspect, so we learn to accept these
ideas, that we can stimulate their awesome benefits of Divine
health, well-being, and wealth in our lives.
Realize that whatever good that you have ever had in
your life, that was no accident. You drew it to yourself, you
drew the good and you are the good consciousness that every
re-creates new and lustrous good in ever new forms.
The Law of Perfect Supply doesn’t know names. One
of my greatest teachers said to me: “Who cares where it comes
from, so long as it comes?” The Law of Circulation doesn’t
know names either. Practice right receiving in recognition of
the flow before, during and after. Thank you before, during
and after any wonderful demonstration.
In summary Stage Four is the recognition that “God is
My Source…As I let go, I increase.” And, all the Laws of
Perfect Circulation operate here. The more I circulate, the more
I prosper. It behooves us to let go and free as fast as we can,
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so we can circulate that much faster, always maintaining
seamless contact with our awesome Source. Let us just now do
a bit of Divine introspection, contemplating this very profound
question.

ENGAGING THE PROSPEROUS FLOW ~
HEALING BLOCKAGE

Drawing a deep breath, filled with all the Light and
Love that is…let us each look within. Now, in the Holy Silence,
ask yourself: Where are you stuck right now?
Think about the major area where you are stuck…
where you stopped in your quantum leap, in your major
demonstration that you want to make. Where are you stuck?
What do you think caused you stop moving forward? Knowing
there is always a thought/feeling underneath, ask what thought/
feeling do you think might be causing this congestion.
What can you now know that will once again move you
into the flow and empower you to establish the good you have
in mind?
Now, know that you shall always move into this bright
new understanding, anytime the old thought/feeling should
arise. Infinite Principle of all supply is yours forever now.
There is no more stuckness and no more delay. You are
moving forward in peace and plenty. It is so wonderful!
And so it is!
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LESSON IV
Preparing To Receive
Highlight
Entering The Kingdom

“GOD IS MY SOURCE ~
AS I LET GO…I INCREASE!
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THE PREPARATION
“THE UNEXPECTED INCOME PROGRAM”
LESSON IV
“GOD IS MY SOURCE! ~ As I Let Go, I Increase!”
~
In LESSON FOUR ~ "God Is My Source! AS I LET GO ~
I INCREASE!" ~ we discover the immense power of
release to immediately bless and enrich in every way.
DAILY MANTRA FOR ATTAINING HIGHEST BEING!
I rejoice that: "The emptier I am ~ the fuller I am... and I am
receiving all the good from my Highest Origins, now... for
through release, I have made the space for awesome good to
appear."
DIVINE PROSPERITY HIGHIGHT In CELEBRATION of glorious new beginnings, and as we
further prepare for all the promises of new life and
manifestations of our continuously rising consciousness...like
the good farmer sowing the seeds in fertile ground and caring
aright for the new bountiful ideas each one wishes to bring
forth...let the ground of each one's thought be fortified by the
knowledge of the greatest healing mantra, emanating from the
Sacred Words ~ "I am the Resurrection and the Life!".
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Realize that all situations have come to be healed by tapping
into the eternal fountain of this infinite sublime power within.
That regardless of any past apparency of failure,
disappointment, or suffering whatsoever...the indestructible
Truth of being is that ~ there is that in all that is one with this
supreme self-renewing principle, that guarantees certain rising
up, in any moment of profound realization.
Know that nothing is ever impossible to he/she that relies upon
the resurrection power of God within. Thus, ever one with selfexistent unlimited Universal presence, power, and substance
without limit...everyone can transcend and ascend into the
limitless Kingdom of bliss, right here and now and right within
his or her very own life. It is not the suffering, nor
persecutions, nor crucifixions of any sort that we extol, yet the
greater power to rise above that rests within every living atom
of being...the True wondrous Lesson of Beloved Jesus.
With this thought forever held in the sacred places of mind,
think about what you want to "rise above" and know that the
Eternal Christ within is helping you to do so now… assisting
you in this glorious healing manifestation, fulfilling "The
Ultimate Promise!" Realize this great healing principle not
only applies to one's physical body and healing, but greater
even yet, to every troubling situation there is.
Continue to Ask yourself, throughout this sacred time of
working on this Fourth Stage...Where are you still holding on
to thoughts of limitation or sadness? Where do you now need
to let go and affirm the Truth?
What is the greater attribute of your God Self that you need to
affirm?
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Know that all the powers of Heaven's Mind are with you now,
helping you to transcend and to "rise anew" in Divinely
optimum success and abundance now.
Following in the Footsteps of the Master, we practice thinking
only of the perfection of "Divine Manifestations, strong,
harmonious and radiant in every way!" Now we stand firm at
the Summit of Existence, Breathing in the Breath of God, Open
at the Top, receiving and implementing Divine Conditions and
wondrous opportunities that come forth!"
"I (the little self) have decreased! He/She (The Greater Self)
has increased!
*Let all declare ~ I rejoice in the awesome fact that one
with the Eternal Christ, I am always the "Resurrection &
the Life in all my ways! No stone is left unturned by me! No
limitation can ever bind me!"
And So It Is!

And, now ~ expanding our attitude towards our greater world
at large ~ and claiming forever unity, One with the eternally
beloved Master Jesus, and all saints, sages, and avatars of the
Ages, past, present and to come ~ and for the sake of our
beloved world ...let us all continue to know only "Highest
Good" always taking place, regardless of what appears ~
for the right restoration and fullest well-being of all the people
of the World. The power of Divine ways & means, so
mysterious and so marvelous, reigns Supreme.
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Visualize God, the Highest in All, Regal Creator of all Divine
Healing Solutions Awesome & Sublime - now manifesting
throughout all, as radiant healing action now takes place for
each and for all who need...A Peace and Fairness Worldwide,
and new Agreements and alignments of Justice, Benevolent
Mercy and Love, "unprecedented" in all of earth history.
And so, we give thanks morning, noon and night to the Great
Creator of all Sublime Heaven on Earth conditions and Highest
patterns of being ~ for lifting the thresholds of every mind and
now illuminating the skies of an Infinite Consciousness
Awareness, and for showing the way to inestimable new
good... for bringing us through...bringing us through...and
bringing us now, both individually and collectively to new and
Higher Levels of richest and most radiant fulfillment, beyond
all precedent and beyond. How wonderful it is!
Now we joyfully envision ourselves and all who need ~ finding
glorious solutions and new ways to be, rising to embrace the
maximum potential in every way.
How great is our manifestation of richest and most prosperous
Highest Good for all!
How wonderful is our thought of God!
HAPPY NEW & DIVINE MANIFESTATION!
Aum! Bliss! Amen!
And So It Is!
For whatever God (Love in Me) Is, I am.
Whatever God (Love in Me) does in any situation, I do
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Whatever God Patterns of Complete Abundant Being Are,
I am!
Whatever God (Love in Me) demonstrates, I always do
bring forth!
And whatever the Highest in me knows, I now know with
every fiber of my being.
And so, we move forward in our Divine Prosperity
Creation Series - (GENESIS… The Art of Perfect Creation
Every Time) ~ setting our sites to new God-heights,
attaining the ageless and timeless Secrets of the Kingdom of
Bliss!
Together we form the radiant spiritual body of the
Universe, practicing the principles of our Highest Nature ~
ever One with God Divine.
Together, we rejoice in the One, Absolute and AllEncompassing Supreme God Self that only knows an
Eternally Flowing Abundance Complete!

*And that -" In God…I find all that I am and have. And I
live ever at the summit of an Infinite Glory present in every
way!"
*And together we now say within ~ Let the Light of
Supreme Divine Plan and Purpose for the Well-being and
Raising Up of all mankind prevail all over our earth!
And So It Is!
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Love & Light Divine,
Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff

~
ENTERING THE KINGDOM OF SILENCE WITHIN

And now, let each take a deep, renewing breath, rising to the
summit of all consciousness and light. Here in the holy
moment, enter the sacred chamber of silence in your heart, the
Temple within, where all new cause for the greater can take
place. Here, in preparation for Expansion of Consciousness and
therefore in your life ~ let each say softly to his or herself....
In deepest meditation ~ as I embody, envision and embrace
God’s greatest idea of wholeness and completeness for
me…And as I contemplate the Great Fulfilling Reality in all
its splendor ~ my world raises in wonder to new levels ~
Supreme!
AND SO IT IS!
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LESSON IV
Instructions
And
Daily Meditation

“GOD IS MY SOURCE ~
AS I LET GO…I INCREASE!
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THE INSTRUCTION
THE UNEXPECTED INCOME PROGRAM
LESSON IV
GOD IS MY SOURCE! “As I Let Go, I Increase!”
~
DIVINE PROSPERITY
THE UNEXPECTED INCOME PROGRAM
Dear Participant:
Our Highlight theme is: Lesson IV ~
"God Is My infinite Source! As I Let Go ~ I Increase!"
In order to keep ourselves open to the constant flow of evernew supply, ever moving in our lives in spontaneous,
wonderful and unexpected ways, it is important to always
maintain a consciousness of highest freedom, appreciation and
love, fully enjoying the blessings of current sources, and being
willing to let go with ease and gratitude those sources we have
been accustomed to, when they have fulfilled their purpose in
our lives and are ready to go.
In this way we establish a clear and open path ~ that God, the
Infinite wise chooser of all appropriate channels, may send in
the new, and that the natural energy of Free-Moving Supply
may continue to flow, circulate and enrich our lives without
obstruction.
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To empower your daily treatment/meditation all throughout the
time you are working on this stage, please begin by formally
making your Accompanying Lists of all sources you are
aware of having any anxiety or tension of too strong
attachment around. Declare that you are now releasing all
channels of past and present to their greatest good, and, at the
same time, making room for your new optimum increase, now.
Refer to this list as often as you need, daily letting go.
Remember it is of ultimate importance to maintain your
attitude of freedom, love and trust in the Divine, so that you
never become bound to any one source and that you never
develop any false fears around your supply that could only
cause restriction, delay and limitation. So many unwanted
conditions are created by false ideas of a need to hold on
(attachments) and belie the Loving Presence of the freely
moving and freely given Eternal Supply of God! Remember:
In letting go, you never lose the good that is right for you,
now.
Declare to yourself:
"Right Now, I heal all fears surrounding supply in the
perfect awareness:
God is the Source of my eternal and ongoing Boundless
Perfect Supply…The Eternal Ceaseless Supplier of All my
Good - In Most Perfect Ways!” And So It Is!
Blessings of Love, Light and Richest Prosperity,
Reverend Dr. Linda
~
NOTE: Each lesson, you will receive an accompanying
program for Spiritual Mind Practices...to strengthen and
substantiate your Treatment.
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Realize that although each step up the ladder of consciousness
contains a spiritual transformation necessary to attain your
Eternal Divine Abundance awareness ~ the performance of any
stage is so profound in itself that new powerful demonstrations
will always follow, so:
Immerse yourself in this lesson’s action of releasing all you
need to ~ to come into perfect harmony and alignment with
all the Love, Laws and Principles of the Divine in you!
~
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MEDITATION
UNEXPECTED INCOME PROGRAM
LESSON IV
"GOD IS MY INFINITE SOURCE"... AS I LET GO ~ I
INCREASE!

DAILY MEDITATION ~
(Words of Truth to speak to yourself silently or out loud).

R

ight now, I realize that there has always and ever been
only One Source to all the good that has ever or shall
ever grace my life ~ One Source to the good of the
past, good now and good to come!
And that Is God ~ the absolute, prolific and sustaining
energy of all of life!
I recognize that behind every manifestation of good is the
Atomic Energy of God-In-Action ~ sustaining Me in all my
ways. I Am rich in God ~ never lacking of any good thing.
And I Am never deluded into thinking that any person, place or
thing has ever been the Actual Source of my good. Though I
praise all in my world and practice an attitude of gratitude
without flinching, even to the least and the greatest alike, I now
see I Am never dependent on any particular one; so I let
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abundant sources flow in and out of my world at the right and
perfect Divinely appointed times ~ always with the ease and
confidence of knowing ~ God Is My Source!
I recognize it is the one and only intention of the Infinite and
the Universal to supply Me eternally, richly and completely ~
to hold Me ever in Its abundant graces, that I may
continuously regenerate my force, and forever go forth to
energize and carry on the great sustaining action in and
throughout all. I am the inheritor. The energy of Divine
Abundance passes through my being!
My recognition frees me now from any idea that God's
nurturing and replenishing action ever stops at the passing of a
particular source. Yet, I see, that as sources complete, GodMind immediately flows over all the substance that is ~ over
all, in all and through all ~ to select anew the right and perfect
ways, means and new channels of my good ~ appropriate to
Me, now.
I Let God govern the channels, as I govern my true heart of
faith, right knowing and right recognition.
Thank You God ~ Thou art so great for Me! Even now,
Thou dost fully in-fill Me with the energy of Thy dynamic
sustaining force. Even now I see and experience all the moneys
and all forms of abundant being around Me multiply and
increase with Thy magnitude and supreme power. I see and
experience lavish outpourings of Thy prolific abundance
manifest ~ right here in my life, right now ~ right before my
very eyes!
Thank-You for the perfect magnificent gifts of increase Thou
dost bestow upon me now. As I have loosened all tight holds
on connections of the present, with a sense of completeness
and gratitude… Instantly, my right and perfect new mega
sources appear. And I continue to increase splendidly in
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affluence and abundance of ready moneys, miracles and all
good things now!
~ AND SO IT IS!!!

*All rights reserved ~ no portion of the original books,
programs, productions, talks or presentations of the Reverend
Dr. Linda De Coff and New Thought International may be
copied, licensed, bought, sold, transferred, recorded, stored or
utilized in any manner without the express permission of
Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff.
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participant’s success. Thus, as you do your part, Dr. Linda will
do hers.

It has been said of Dr. Linda’s glowing works ~
“You cannot be the same on the other side of these reads!” ~
Michael Ben Zehabe, Author, Syndicated Columnist
“Just reading one chapter can lift your consciousness for an
entire day!” ~ Deborah Beauvais, Owner Dreamvisions7 Radio
Network via NBC Radio Boston
“I was captivated from page one!” ~ Barry Finlay, Award
winner author/Kilimanjaro & Beyond!
"An amazing addition to the World's greatest Spiritual and
Philosophical Books...Worth its weight in gold!" ~ Jeanne
Latter, Actress/ Screenwriter/Director”
“Dr. Linda helped me remember my magnificence.” ~ Claire
Louise Roberts/Attorney
“One wonderful thing after another has happened and only 3
days after starting the Program! ~ Mel Thompson, Teacher
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